Missoula Alzheimer's Cafe
For people with memory loss and friends

An Alzheimer's Cafe is...

a way for people living with dementia and their friends and family to have the
simple yet meaningful experience of connecting with others and enjoying a
tasty treat in a community setting. In this model, a restaurant or cafe sets aside
a particular time to especially welcome people living with dementia—with a
simplified menu and staff who are aware of the customers' special needs. An
Alzheimer's Cafe invites people living with dementia to maintain a place in
the community, rather than becoming isolated or having to withdraw from
enjoyable activities.

No judgements or expectations. Just companionship, great food, and fun!
No cost, except for items ordered from the menu.

THE LAST THURSDAY
OF EVERY MONTH
2:00pm to 4:00pm
ZOOTOOWN BREW
121 West Broadway, Missoula, MT 59802

INFO: KALEY BURKE
406-214-3053
kburke@harvesthomecare.net
www.AlzCafesMontana.org